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PREFACE
Overview
Business Entity Data (BED) B.V., a wholly-owned subsidiary of DTCC, owns and operates the Global Market
Entity Identifier Utility (GMEI®) legal entity identifier (LEI) solution in the federated Global LEI system
(GLEIS). Launched in 2012, the GMEI utility is designed to provide a single, universal standard identifier to
any organization or firm involved in a financial transaction internationally.

Changes in this Version
Field Updates
Template version 5.5 contains new and updated fields. For more information, see Template Field
Specifications on page 11.

Updated Field
RegistrationAuthorityEntityID, which was previously an optional field, is now Conditional. It is now required
for all values of RegistrationAuthorityID, with the exception of RA999999, for which no Registration
Authority Entity ID can be provided.

New Fields
l

l

l

The new Relationship Accounting Period Start Date and Relationship Accounting Period End Date
are required fields. All relationships are based on accounting consolidation, and the Accounting Period
Dates are required data elements. Date format is: YYYY-MM-DD.
NO LEI Parentage fields have been updated to include the addition of address fields two through four, as
well as the Postal Code
The new No LEI Parentage RegistrationAuthorityID and RegistrationAuthorityEntityID fields must
now be populated according to the same rules that apply to Level 1 data.

Error Messages
Two new error messages have been added to report on missing or invalid accounting dates. For more
information, see page 26.
l
l

289 – Accounting Period Start Date was either not provided or is invalid.
290 - Accounting Period End Date was either not provided or is invalid.

Related Documents and Training
For related documents and videos, and all documents referenced in this document, go to the Learning Center.

Questions?
The DTCC Client Center provides general assistance and technical help. Visit www.dtcc.com/client-center
to:
l
l
l

Enter a service request or check
Search the knowledge base
Obtain contact information

Preface
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CHAPTER 1: BULK PROCESSES
Bulk Registration
Bulk Registration allows users to submit a single file in a pre-specified format to register new LEIs for use in
regulatory reporting. These LEI records will appear on the GMEI utility (www.GMEIutility.org) after LEI
assignment. This process simplifies and automates the registration of multiple entities, and is intended for
processing large numbers of records. A maximum of 500 records may be submitted per file, although there is
no minimum. This process currently allows for the assignment of new records.

Bulk Renewal
Bulk Renewal allows users to submit to submit a single file to renew or update multiple existing LEI record.
This automated process simplifies the renewal of multiple entities, and is intended for processing large
numbers of records. A maximum of 500 records may be submitted per file, although there is no minimum. This
process currently allows for both updates and renewals of existing LEI records.

Accessing Bulk Services
Select the Bulk Service menu option on the GMEI utility to initiate bulk functionality for registrations and
renewals.
Note
A valid user account must be created, and the user must be logged into the GMEI utility to access this
function.

Figure 1.1 Accessing Bulk Services

Bulk Processes
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Complete and Submit the Registration or Renewal
Template
The process is the same for both template types.
1. Download the Bulk Registration or Bulk Renewal Template file in your preferred format (.XLSX or
XML).
l

l

The Bulk Registration Template file will be used to upload records for which you are requesting record
validation and LEI assignment.
The Bulk Renewal Template file will be used to upload existing records for which you are requesting
renewal, and to upload data contained in these records.
Notes
Template Field Specifications on page 11 documents the criteria for the various fields.
Registrants using the .XLSX templates can also refer to the Bulk Reference Data spreadsheet
for guidance on input values.

2. Complete the template and click Select a File.
Alternatively, you can drag and drop the file from Windows Explorer (depending on your browser version).

Figure 1.2 Submitting the Bulk Template
3. Click Submit to submit your file.

Bulk Processes
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The Bulk Service Wizard
The Bulk Service Wizard displays the progress of your file through the submission process.
Note
The duration of this process will vary based on the size of the file you upload and other files that may
be in process ahead of your submission. It is not uncommon for the process to take more than 10
minutes for large files. You may navigate away from this screen or close the browser at this point in the
process with no impact to the processing of the file.

Note the unique Submission ID Number that is generated for each user file submitted. You should provide
this number to customer service with your inquiries. If you have any further questions regarding the process,
please contact: CustomerService@GMEIutility.org.

Figure 1.3 Submission ID

Bulk Processes
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Submission Results
The Bulk Upload Complete page shows:
l
the number of records that were submitted for processing
l
the number of successfully processed records
l
the number of rejected records (if applicable)
Submission Results provides a link to the Results File, which provides details of the records that were
successfully added to your Cart and are awaiting payment.
Fix and Resubmit provides a link to the Rejections File, which shows which (if any) records were rejected,
and any corresponding error messages. This file is in the same format as the originally submitted file ( .XLSX,
or .XML). Errant records can be corrected directly within this document, re-saved to your local directory, and
then uploaded for re-processing.
Note
It is not necessary to remove the ProcessingStatus field prior to resubmitting your file.

Processing Results
Successfully processed records from either template are added to your Cart.
l

l

Registration Records: An email notification from the GMEI utility alerts you that your records have
completed the Record Level Scan and can be paid for to complete the submission process.
Renewal Records: An email notification from the GMEI utility alerts you that your records are ready for
payment in order to complete the submission process.

Bulk Processes
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Your Cart
After your Bulk Service records have been processed, they are added to your Cart and are awaiting payment.
Click the Pay Now button or the Cart icon on the top right of the page, then click Proceed to Checkout to
provide payment for your submission. Options for payment include Credit Card and Wire Payments in USD
and Euro currencies. After payment is processed, the records will be submitted to the GMEI utility validation
team for checks against publicly available, authoritative sources.
Note
Records that have not been paid for will NOT be submitted for processing. Unpaid records in your Cart
will be deleted after seven (7) days.

Figure 1.4 Payment

Bulk Processes
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Validation File
Upon completion of the validation review (and LEI assignment for newly registered records), your Validation
File will be available on the Bulk Service Results page, organized by Submission ID Number. Validation
Files include the final status of all records submitted, as well as assigned LEIs, where applicable.

Figure 1.5 Validation File Availability

Bulk Service Completed Actions
The Bulk Service Completed Actions tab maintains a 90-day history of submitted files that are either in
progress or have completed processing. Click the Submission ID for a submission file to view additional
details.

Figure 1.6 Additional Details for a Submitted File

Bulk Processes
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APPENDIX A: TEMPLATE FIELD SPECIFICATIONS
The fields in the GMEI Bulk Registration Submission Template must comply with the requirements in Table A.1 to ensure
effective processing of the records.
l

l

l

Fields are labeled as required, optional, or conditional. Conditional means that they are required if certain conditions are true.
For instance, if the LegalName contains non-ASCII characters, the ASCIITransliteratedLegalName field must be
supplied.
Certain fields, such as LegalAddressCountry, only accept values from a predetermined list specified in the Bulk Reference
Data spreadsheet.
RegistrationAuthorityID requirements have been updated to utilize the Registration Authority Number rather than name.
Refer to the Bulk Service Reference Data spreadsheet for the correct Registration Authority Number for your jurisdiction.

Note that this version of the Bulk Registration Template aligns terminology with the Common Data File Format and provides the
fields necessary to provide Level 2 Relationship data. See the Help and Documents and FAQ sections of the GMEI utility
portal for more information on CDF and Level 2 Data..
Effective May 1, 2017, registrations must include information regarding entity parentage. The following rules apply when
completing the relationship data in the templates:
l

l

l

Report the Ultimate Parent and Direct Parent LEIs in the respective provided columns, if available.
- or Provide the Opt-Out reason for either or both relationships as necessary (see the Opt-Out Reasons provided in the Bulk
Reference Data spreadsheet).
Otherwise: if the Ultimate and/or Direct Parent has no registered LEI, and there is no Opt-Out reason provided, provide the
Legal Name, Address, and Registration Authority information for the parent.

Table A.1 Template Field Specifications
Field Name

Required/

Description

Format/Values/Notes

Defines whether this registration

Permissible values:

Optional/
Conditional
UserAuthority

Required

request is submitted by the entity itself,

l

PRIMARY

or done by an authorized individual on

l

ASSISTED

behalf of the entity.
Previously named RegistrationStatus.
LegalName

Required

The registered legal name of the entity

The Legal Name should be the full name as

as found in its native language on its

the entity is registered, including

documentation for incorporation. The

punctuation and legal form where

Legal Name has a maximum length of

appropriate.

255 characters, and may include
Unicode characters.

Template Field Specifications
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Table A.1 Template Field Specifications (continued)
Field Name

Required/

Description

Format/Values/Notes

Provides additional guidance for the

This field has a maximum length of 255

entity that may be used for validation

characters, and may only include characters

and display purposes.

found in the extended ASCII character set.

This field is required if the LegalName

l

Optional/
Conditional
ASCIITransliteratedLegalName

Conditional

includes non-ASCII characters.

The ASCIITransliteratedLegalName
should be the full name of the registered
entity, but modified or translated to meet
the limited character requirements of the
extended ASCII character set, including
punctuation and legal form where
appropriate.

l

The ASCIITransliteratedLegalName
should be the current version of the
name, and should not be abbreviated or
truncated. This should not be an alias or
trade-style name, but should instead
reference the information found in the
Legal Name field.

l

This field should only contain details of
the single, distinct entity referenced in
the Legal Name field.

Previously named AnglicizedLegalName.
LegalAddressLineOne

Required

The primary street information of the

l

Legal Address of the entity according to

The Address has a maximum length of
100 characters, and can include any

the documentation for incorporation.

Unicode character.
l

Indicate where the entity is
incorporated, not where the entity is
headquartered, physically operating, or
other address alternatives.

l

Information on the PO Box, Building, and
Floor can be provided in the additional
address lines if necessary.

l

Addresses should follow national postal
address standards for the country of
registration (where available). You may
want to review existing records within
the jurisdiction you are registering to
better understand the formatting for a
specific jurisdiction.

Previously named
RegisteredAddressLineOne.

Template Field Specifications
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Table A.1 Template Field Specifications (continued)
Field Name

Required/

Description

Format/Values/Notes

Additional Legal Address fields for the

Each Address Line has a maximum length of

entity as needed.

100 characters, and can include any

Optional/
Conditional
LegalAddressLineTwo/Three/Four

Optional

Unicode character.
Previously named
RegisteredAddressLineTwo/Three/Four
.
LegalAddressCountry

Required

The applicable country for the Legal

The list of permissible values for the country

Address of the entity. The country can

is listed in the Bulk Reference Data

be found on the entity's documentation

spreadsheet posted on the Bulk Service

of incorporation.

page of the GMEI utility.
l

The Address has a maximum length of
100 characters, and can include any
Unicode character.

l

Please indicate where the entity is
incorporated, not where the entity is
headquartered, physically operating, or
other address alternatives.

Previously named
RegisteredAddressCountry.
LegalAddressRegion

Required

The registered region, state, prefecture, This field must be populated with a
province, or administrative jurisdiction

permissible value for the specific country

for the country of the entity. This

that was entered in the Legal Address

information can be found on the entity's

Country field. The list of permissible values

documentation of incorporation.

by country is listed in the Bulk Reference
Data document posted on the Bulk Service
page of the GMEI utility.
Please indicate where the entity is
incorporated, not where the entity is
headquartered, physically operating, or
other address alternatives.
Previously named
RegisteredAddressState.

Template Field Specifications
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Table A.1 Template Field Specifications (continued)
Field Name

Required/

Description

Format/Values/Notes

Optional/
Conditional
LegalAddressCity

Required

The applicable city for the registered

l

address of the entity.

The City has a maximum length of 50
characters, and can include any
Unicode character.

l

Please indicate where the entity is
incorporated, not where the entity is
headquartered, physically operating, or
other address alternatives.

Previously named
RegisteredAddressState.
LegalAddressPostalCode

Optional

Should be provided for United States

l

and Canada registered entity

The Postal Code can have a maximum
length of 20 characters, and can include

addresses.

any Unicode character.
l

Please indicate where the entity is
incorporated, not where the entity is
headquartered, physically operating, or
other address alternatives.

l

Postal Codes should follow national
postal address standards for the country
of registration (where available). You
may wish to review existing records
within the jurisdiction you are registering
to better understand the formatting for a
specific jurisdiction.

Previously named
RegisteredAddressPostalCode.
HeadquartersAddressLineOne

Required

Please provide at minimum the
HeadquartersAddressLineOne for
the entity.

HeadquartersAddressLineTwo/Three/Four

Optional

Additional headquarters address fields
for the entity as needed.

HeadquartersAddressCountry

Required

The applicable country for the
headquarters address of the entity.

HeadquartersAddressRegion

Required

This field must be populated with a

The list of permissible values by country is

permissible value for the specific

listed on the Bulk Reference Data document

country that was entered in the

posted in the Bulk Service page of the

Headquarters Address Country

GMEI utility.

field.

Previously named
HeadquartersAddressState.

Template Field Specifications
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Table A.1 Template Field Specifications (continued)
Field Name

Required/

Description

Format/Values/Notes

Optional/
Conditional
HeadquartersAddressCity

Required

The applicable city for the headquarters
address of the entity.

HeadquartersAddressPostalCode

Optional

Should be provided for United States
and Canada registered entity
addresses.

RegistrationAuthorityID

Required

The Registration Authority Number (as

Permissible values are supplied in the

defined by GLEIF) of the primary

Registration Authority ID tab of the Bulk

business registry or other registration

Reference Data spreadsheet, arranged by

agent for the entity being registered. It is country.
dependent on the country or jurisdiction

l

of registration.

The value of RA888888 : Other should
be selected when a temporary value is
needed, assuming a Registration
Authority code has been requested..

l

The value RA999999 : No
Registration Authority Available
should be selected when no registration
authority is available for this legal entity

Previously named BusinessRegistry.
RegistrationAuthorityEntityID

Conditional

The entity's identifier in the business

This field cannot be supplied if the Business

registry or other registration authority

RegistryRegistrationAuthorityID is

listed in the prior field, where available

RA999999. In other cases, it is required.

and legally permissible.

Previously named
BusinessRegistryNumber.

Entity Category

Optional

An indicator of the basic category or

A complete list of permissible values is

type of organization that best describes

available in the Bulk Reference Data

the entity, such as Corporation, Branch, spreadsheet posted on the Bulk Service
Government, and so on.

page of GMEI utility.

Not every organization will fit into a
particular category, so the selection
Other is also available.

Template Field Specifications
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Table A.1 Template Field Specifications (continued)
Field Name

Required/

Description

Format/Values/Notes

Optional/
Conditional
Entity Status

Required

Indicates whether the entity itself is

l

active or inactive.

Use ACTIVE for entities that have
independent legal status. ACTIVE
entities include solvent companies in
normal operation, as well as those
entities which are in administration, in
receivership, or bankrupt, but which still
have legal status.

l

Use INACTIVE for entities that no
longer have independent legal status as
a result of dissolution.

EntityExpirationReason

Conditional

Indicates the date at which the entity

This field is required only if the entity is being

ceased operations.

registered with an EntityStatus value of
INACTIVE.

EntityLegalFormCode

Required

This field Is dependent upon the

Permissible values are supplied in the Valid

registered country of the entity, and is

Legal Forms tab of the Bulk Reference

often appended to the LegalName.

Data spreadsheet, arranged by country.
Previously named LegalForm.

ManagingLOU

CustomerReferenceID

Required

Optional

The Local Operating Unit responsible for The only currently permissible value for this
the registration of the record.

field is: 5493 (GMEI Utility)

Any unique identifier used by the

You may use the Deriv/SERV ID, an internal

submitter of the bulk registration

identifier, or any other code of choice.

request to uniquely identify a given

(Length 0 – 50 characters).

entity record.

The information will be presented back in the
Validation file, after LEIs have been
assigned, and may be useful for
reconciliation.

UltimateParentLEI

Conditional

The LEI of the Ultimate Parent entity.

This field is marked as conditional, since
every entity must provide both Ultimate and
Direct Parent relationships, or must provide
Opt Out reasons for not reporting those
relationships (different conditions exist for
defining relationships when entities report an
Entity Category of Branch).

UltimateParentAccountingPeriodStartDate

Conditional

Start date of the Accounting Period for

If the UltimateParentLEI exists, the

the relationship.

Accounting Period Start Date and
Accounting Period End Date must be
defined (date format: YYYY-MM-DD). All
relationships are based on accounting
consolidation, and the Accounting Period
Start Date is a required data element.

Template Field Specifications
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Table A.1 Template Field Specifications (continued)
Field Name

Required/

Description

Format/Values/Notes

End date of the Accounting Period for

If the UltimateParentLEI exists, the

the relationship

Accounting Period Start Date and

Optional/
Conditional
UltimateParentAccountingPeriodEndDate

Conditional

Accounting Period End Date must be
defined (date format: YYYY-MM-DD). All
relationships are based on accounting
consolidation, and the Accounting Period
End Date is a required data element.
UltimateParentOptOut

Conditional

The reason code provided for opting out

Refer to the Bulk Reference Data

of reporting the Ultimate Parent

spreadsheet for permissible values.

relationship.
NoLEIUltimateParentLegalName

Conditional

The Legal Name of the Ultimate Parent

The maximum length of this field is 255

of the entity when the Ultimate Parent

characters.

does not have an LEI assigned.
NoLEIUltimateParentAddressLineOne

NoLEIUltimateParentAddressLineTwo

Conditional

Conditional

Primary address of the entity according

The maximum length of this field is 100

to the documentation for incorporation.

characters.

Additional address information, which

The maximum length of this field is 100

can include PO Box, Building, Floor, and characters.
so on.
NoLEIUltimateParentAddressLineThree

Conditional

Additional address information, which

The maximum length of this field is 100

can include PO Box, Building, Floor, and characters.
so on.
NoLEIUltimateParentAddressLineFour

Conditional

Additional address information, which

The maximum length of this field is 100

can include PO Box, Building, Floor, and characters.
so on.
NoLEIUltimateParentCountry

Conditional

The country of the Ultimate Parent

Refer to the Bulk Reference Data

referred to by

spreadsheet for s list of permissible Country

NoLEIUltimateParentLegalName.

values.
The maximum length of this field is 120
characters.

NoLEIUltimateParentRegion

Conditional

The province, state, or region of the

Refer to the Bulk Reference Data

Ultimate Parent referred to by

spreadsheet for permissible Region values.

NoLEIUltimateParentLegalName.

The maximum length of this field is 120
characters.

NoLEIUltimateParentCity

Conditional

The city of the Ultimate Parent referred

The maximum length of this field is 50

to by

characters.

NoLEIUltimateParentLegalName.
NoLEIUltimateParentPostalCode

Template Field Specifications

Conditional

The Postal Code of the Ultimate Parent

The Postal Code is required unless it is not

referred to by

defined for the jurisdiction of the Legal

NoLEIDirectParentLegalName.

Address of the Ultimate Parent.
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Table A.1 Template Field Specifications (continued)
Field Name

Required/

Description

Format/Values/Notes

The business registry or other

The maximum length of this field is 255

registration authority of the Ultimate

characters.

Optional/
Conditional
NoLEIUltimateParentRegistrationAuthorityID

Conditional

Parent referred to by for permissible
Country values.
NoLEIUltimateParentRegistrationAuthorityEntityID Conditional

The business registry or other

The maximum length of this field is 62

registration authority identification

characters.

number of the Ultimate Parent referred
to by
NoLEIUltimateParentLegalName.
DirectParentLEI

Conditional

The LEI of the Direct Parent entity.

This field is marked as conditional, since
every entity must provide both Ultimate and
Direct Parent relationships, or must provide
Opt Out reasons for not reporting those
relationships (different conditions exist for
defining relationships when entities report an
Entity Category of Branch).

DirectParentAccountingPeriodStartDate

Required

Start date of the Accounting Period for

If the DirectParentLEI exists, the

the relationship.

Accounting Period Start Date and
Accounting Period End Date must be
defined (date format: YYYY-MM-DD). All
relationships are based on accounting
consolidation, and the Accounting Period
Start Date is a required data element.

DirectParentAccountingPeriodEndDate

Required

End date of the Accounting Period for

If the DirectParentLEI exists, the

the relationship.

Accounting Period Date Start and the
Accounting Period End Date must be
defined (date format: YYYY-MM-DD). All
relationships are based on accounting
consolidation, and the Accounting Period
End Date is a required data element.

DirectParentOptOut

Conditional

The reason code provided for opting out

Refer to the Bulk Reference Data

of reporting the Direct Parent

spreadsheet for permissible values.

relationship.
NoLEIDirectParentAddressLineOne

NoLEIDirectParentAddressLineTwo

Conditional

Conditional

Primary address of the entity according

The maximum length of this field is 100

to the documentation for incorporation.

characters.

Additional address information, which

The maximum length of this field is 100

can include PO Box, Building, Floor, and characters.
so on.

Template Field Specifications
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Table A.1 Template Field Specifications (continued)
Field Name

Required/

Description

Format/Values/Notes

Additional address information, which

The maximum length of this field is 100

Optional/
Conditional
NoLEIDirectParentAddressLineThree

Conditional

can include PO Box, Building, Floor, and characters.
so on.
NoLEIDirectParentAddressLineFour

Conditional

Additional address information, which

The maximum length of this field is 100

can include PO Box, Building, Floor, and characters.
so on.
NoLEIDirectParentLegalName

Conditional

The Legal Name of the Direct Parent of

The maximum length of this field is 255

the entity, when the Direct Parent does

characters.

not have an LEI assigned.
INoLEIDirectParentCountry

Conditional

The country of the Direct Parent

Refer to the Bulk Reference Data

referred to by

spreadsheet for s list of permissible Country

NoLEIDirectParentLegalName.

values.
The maximum length of this field is 120
characters.

NoLEIDirectParentRegion

Conditional

The province, state, or region of the

Refer to the Bulk Reference Data

Direct Parent referred to by

spreadsheet for s list of permissible Country

NoLEIDirectParentLegalName.

values.
The maximum length of this field is 120
characters.

NoLEIDirectParentCity

Conditional

The city of the Direct Parent referred to

Refer to the Bulk Reference Data

by NoLEIDirectParentLegalName.

spreadsheet for s list of permissible Country
values.
The maximum length of this field is 50
characters.

NoLEIUltimateParentPostalCode

NoLEIDirectParentRegistrationAuthorityID

Conditional

Conditional

The Postal Code of the Direct Parent

The Postal Code is required, unless it is not

referred to by

defined for the jurisdiction of the Legal

NoLEIDirectParentLegalName.

Address of the Direct Parent.

The business registry or other

The maximum length of this field is 255

registration authority of the Direct

characters.

Parent referred to by
NoLEIDirectParentLegalName.
NoLEIDirectParentRegistrationAuthorityEntityID

Conditional

The business registry or other

The maximum length of this field is 62

registration authority identification

characters.

number of the Direct Parent referred to
by NoLEIDirectParentLegalName.
HeadquartersLEI

Conditional

Required when the Entity Category for

If this record is not a BRANCH, please

the record is BRANCH.

provide Ultimate and Direct Parent instead.

ProcessingStatus

System

This is a system-only field.

Please do not edit this field.

EndOfRow

System

This is a system-only field.

Please do not edit this field.

Template Field Specifications
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APPENDIX B: ERROR CODES RELATED TO BULK
ACTION PROCESSING
What indicates my record processed successfully
through Bulk Service?
Each record must pass a variety of data quality checks before it can be processed. A record that was
successfully processed will receive the code listed below.
000 - Record has Processed Successfully
This code indicates the record was processed successfully and has been submitted for payment. There are
no additional actions other than payment that are required at this time for the record.

What errors indicate my entire Bulk Service
submission file was rejected?
You will see one of the following messages on the Bulk Action Dashboard. In each case, you will need to fix
your Bulk submission file to resolve the rejection prior to resubmitting.
No Data (0 bytes) Found in File
This message indicates the file was detected to contain no header and no records, and has failed to process.
Please select a file that contains bulk service data.
No Records Found in File
This message indicates the file was detected to contain no records and has failed to process. Please select a
file that contains data.
Maximum Records Allowed for a Bulk Service File Exceeded
This message indicates the maximum number of records for a bulk service file is 500 records. Please select a
file that contains 500 records or fewer.

Error Codes Related to Bulk Action Processing
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Incorrect Template Version Used
This message indicates the file was detected to be using an incorrect or invalid bulk service template. Please
download the most up-to-date template and resubmit your data using the current template.
File Format not XML or Excel (.XLS or .XLSX)
This message indicates the file was detected to be in a format other than Excel (.XLS or .XLSX) or XML.
Please resubmit your data using an Excel (.XLS or .XLSX) or XML file type.

What errors indicate my record(s) was rejected by
Bulk Service and not processed?
Each record must pass a variety of data quality checks before it can be processed. A record that encountered
an error(s) will receive one or more of the following rejection codes. The information that appears below the
rejection code provides information on the action you need to take in order to successfully process the
rejected record(s).
200 - Unknown Failure
Contact customer support at CustomerService@GMEIutility.org for assistance.
202 - ASCII Transliterated Legal Name Missing
The Legal Name has been identified to contain non-ASCII characters, and has failed to process because no
ASCII Transliterated Legal Name was provided. This is a required field when the Legal Name contains nonASCII characters
203 - Branch Headquarters not found in GMEI Utility data set
The LEI referenced does not exist within the GMEI utility.
204 - Duplicate LEIs Within File
The record was not processed because another record within the file for this LEI has already been processed.
205 - Exact Duplicate Match
The record has been identified as an exact match to a record currently in the GMEI utility. Review the record
to ensure the correct data and LEI have been submitted.
l
l

If the record is a duplicate of the existing record on the GMEI utility, do not resubmit the record.
If the record is a duplicate but data needs to be updated on the GMEI utility, update the data that needs to
be changed.

207 - LEI Provided Does Not Exist
The LEI code you provided for the record does not exist within the GMEI utility. Review the record to ensure
the correct LEI has been provided. You may use the GMEI utility search feature to identify the proper LEI.
208 - Pending Operational Review
The record is currently pending operational review for a separate action and cannot be renewed until the
current review is completed.
209 - Record cannot list self as Ultimate Parent, Direct Parent, or Headquarters
The parent or headquarters LEI associated to the record is its own LEI. The parent and headquarters LEI must
be something other than the LEI of the record itself.
212 - Entity Status Missing or Invalid
The Entity Status is a required field and was not provided or is invalid.
213 - Registration Status Does Not Allow Renewal
The record is marked with a Record State that does not allow the record to be renewed. The record states that
cannot be renewed are:
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l
l
l
l
l

DUPLICATE
REMOVED
PENDING_REMOVAL
TRANSFERRED
PENDING_TRANSFER.

Please omit all records that currently have these Record States from your file.
214 - Region/State/Province Code Missing or Invalid
The record has been identified as containing an invalid Region, State, or Province code.
215 - Registration Authority ID Not Applicable or Missing
The RegistryRegistration Authority ID for the record is not a valid value for the Legal Address Country, or was
left blank. Review the Registered Country and Registration Authority ID to ensure that they are valid.
216 - Registration Authority Entity ID Without Registration Authority ID
The record was identified as having a Registration Authority Entity ID, but it does not contain a Registration
Authority ID. Update the record to include the Registration Authority ID issuing the Registration Authority
Entity ID.
217 - Registration Authority Entity ID Supplied For Not Available Registration Authority
The record was identified as having a Registration Authority Entity ID which indicates that it is Not Available.
Update the record to include the Registration Authority ID issuing the Registration Authority Entity ID.
218 -– Region/State/Province Not Supported by Country
A Region, State, or Province value within this record was found to use data that is not allowed for the Legal
Address Country or Headquarters Address Country selected. Update the record to reflect the standardized
values supplied within the bulk service templates.
219 - Legal Name Missing
Legal Name is a required field and was not provided for the record.
221 - Legal Address Line One Missing
Legal Address Line One is a required field and was not provided for the record.
222 - Legal Entity Address Country Missing or Invalid
Legal Entity Address Country is a required field and was not provided for the record, or was found to be invalid.
223 - Legal Entity Address City Missing
Legal Entity Address City is a required field and was not provided for the record.
224 - Headquarters Address Line One Missing
Headquarters Address Line One is a required field and was not provided for the record.
225 - Headquarters Address Country Missing or Invalid
Headquarters Address Country is a required field and was not provided for the record, or was found to be
invalid.
226 - Headquarters Address City Missing
Headquarters Address City is a required field and was not provided for the record.
227 - Entity Legal Form Missing or Invalid
Entity Legal Form is a required field and was not provided for the record, or was found to be invalid for the
Legal Address Country.
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228 - Managing LOU Missing or Invalid
Managing LOU field is a required field and was not provided for this record, or was found to be invalid for the
Registered Entity Address Country.
229 - EOR Indicator Not in Expected Cell
The End of Row indicator ("EOR") was not in the correct cell of the original bulk submission file. The value
"EOR" is automatically provided in the correct cell in the rejection file for ease of resubmitting.
230 - EOR Indicator Not in Expected Cell
The End of Row indicator ("EOR") was not in the correct cell of the original bulk submission file. The value
"EOR" is automatically provided in the correct cell in he rejection file for ease of resubmitting.
232 - Exact Duplicate Records Within File
The record was identified as being an exact duplicate to another record within the file, and was not processed.
234 - LEI Missing
LEI is a required field and was not provided for this record.
235 - User Authority Not Provided or Invalid
User Authority is a required field and was not provided for this record, or is not a valid User Authority.
236 - Customer Reference ID Max Length Exceeded
The Customer Reference ID for this record has exceeded the maximum 50 characters.
237 - ASCII Transliterated Legal Name Contains Non-ASCII
The ASCII Transliterated Legal Name cannot contain non-ASCII characters.
238 - Invalid Characters Found
Invalid characters were found in this record and have been replaced with the string "{bad data}" for ease of
identification and correction. Due to a field’s maximum length, values may be truncated when the "{bad data}"
indicator is inserted within the Rejections File. Users should confirm that their entire submission is captured
when making corrections.
239 - Invalid Parent or Headquarters
Parents with the following registration statuses are not permitted:
l
l
l
l
l

MERGED
RETIRED
PENDING_ARCHIVAL
ANNULLED
CANCELLED

l
l
l
l
l

PENDING_TRANSFER
TRANSFERRED
PENDING_REMOVAL
REMOVED
DUPLICATE

241 – Legal Entity Address Region Not Provided
Registered Entity Region is a required field and was not provided for the record, or was found to be invalid.
242 – Headquarters Entity Address State Not Provided
Headquarters Entity Address State is a required field and was not provided for the record, or was found to be
invalid. Please provide a valid state and resubmit the record.
248 – Legal Name Exceeds 255 Characters
The Legal Name field is limited to 255 characters.
249 – ASCII Transliterated Legal Name Exceeds 255 Characters
The ASCII Transliterated Legal Name field is limited to 255 characters.
250 –Legal Address Line Exceeds 100 Characters
The Legal Address Line field is limited to 100 characters.
251 – Legal Address City Exceeds 50 Characters
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The Legal Address field is limited to 50 characters.
252 – Legal Address Postal Code Exceeds 20 Characters
The Legal Address Postal Code field is limited to 20 characters.
253 – Headquarters Address Line Exceeds 100 Characters
The Headquarters Address Line field is limited to 100 characters.
254 – Headquarters City Exceeds 50 Characters
The Headquarters City field is limited to 50 characters.
255 – Headquarters Postal Code Exceeds 20 Characters
The Headquarters Postal Code field is limited to 20 characters.
256 - Entity Status Does Not Allow Renewal
The record is marked with an Entity Status that does not allow the record to be renewed. The Entity Status
that cannot be maintained is INACTIVE. Please omit all records that currently have this Entity Status from
your file.
257 - Ultimate Parent/Direct Parent Opt-Out Reason not in enumerated list
The Opt-Out reason must be one of those available in the enumerated list. See the Bulk Reference Data
spreadsheet for permissible values.
258 - Missing a relationship field for Ultimate Parent or Direct Parent
The record must define both the Ultimate and Direct Parent Relationships, or must list an Opt-Out Reason.
259 - Branch defined with no Headquarters relationship
If the Entity Category is defined as Branch, the Headquarters relationship must be included.
260 - Branch record cannot define Ultimate Parent or Direct Parent
If the Entity Category is defined as Branch, only the Headquarters relationship can be defined. No Ultimate or
Direct Parent Relationships can be defined for Branch entities.
261 - Headquarters relationships only permitted for Branch records
Only records defined with Entity Category or Branch can include a Headquarters Relationship.
262 - Record has both Ultimate Parent and Opt-Out reason
Provide the Ultimate Parent information or the Opt-Out reason, but not both.
263 - Record has both Direct Parent and Opt-Out reason
Provide the Direct Parent information or the Opt-Out reason, but not both.
264 - Active record has expiration reason
The Expiration Reason is only required for records that are INACTIVE.
265 - INACTIVE record without expiration reason
INACTIVE records must provide the Entity Expiration Reason. Refer to the Bulk Reference Data spreadsheet
for permissible values.
266 - Headquarters has existing branch within country
Only one Branch entity is permitted to be defined within a country or jurisdiction.
267 - Record cannot be INACTIVE and have an Entity Category of Branch
Records with Entity Category of Branch cannot be set to INACTIVE.
268 - Expiration reason provided is not in enumerated list
Invalid Entity Expiration Reason provided. Please refer to the Bulk Reference Data spreadsheet for
permissible values.
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269 - You can provide either an LEI, Opt-Out, or No LEI Parentage for Ultimate Parent
Provide either the Ultimate Parent LEI, Opt-Out reason, or No LEI data for the parent entity.
270 - You can provide either an LEI, Opt-Out, or No LEI Parentage for Direct Parent
Provide either the Direct Parent LEI, Opt-Out reason, or No LEI data for the parent entity.
271 - A No LEI Ultimate Parent Field has exceeded the maximum characters allowed
Refer to Template Field Specifications on page 11 for maximum field length specifications.
272 - A No LEI Direct Parent Field has exceeded the maximum characters allowed
Refer to Template Field Specifications on page 11 for maximum field length specifications.
273 - Ultimate Parent or Direct Parent LEI is not a valid LEI
Enter the correct LEI value for the Ultimate or Direct Parent field.
274 - All No LEI fields are required for a No LEI Relationship to be created
All fields except the Registration Authority Entity ID are required in order to create and Ultimate or Direct
Parent relationship with a record that has no LEI.
275 - No LEI Ultimate Parent Country is invalid
Invalid Country listed. Refer to the Bulk Reference Data spreadsheet for permissible values for this field.
276 – No LEI Direct Parent Country is invalid
Invalid Country listed. Refer to the Bulk Reference Data spreadsheet for permissible values for this field.
277 – No LEI Ultimate Parent Region is invalid
Invalid Region listed. Refer to the Bulk Reference Data spreadsheet for permissible values for this field.
278 – No LEI Direct Parent Region is invalid
Invalid Region listed. Refer to the Bulk Reference Data spreadsheet for permissible values for this field.
279 – No LEI Ultimate Parent field Registration Authority ID is invalid
Registration Authority ID is not in enumerated list. Refer to the Bulk Reference Data spreadsheet for
permissible values for this field.
280 – No LEI Direct Parent field Registration Authority ID is invalid
Registration Authority ID is not in enumerated list. Refer to the Bulk Reference Data spreadsheet for
permissible values for this field.
281 – Ultimate Parent Registration Authority Entity ID Provided for "Not Available" Registration
Authority ID
Ultimate Parent Registration Authority Entity ID cannot be provided for a Registration Authority ID of Not
Available.
282 – Direct Parent Registration Authority Entity ID Provided for "Not Available" Registration
Authority ID
Direct Parent Registration Authority Entity ID cannot be provided for a Registration Authority ID of Not
Available.
283 – Entity Category value does not exist or is invalid
Select a valid Entity Category for the entity. Refer to the Bulk Reference Data spreadsheet for permissible
values for this field.
284 – Relationships not permitted for INACTIVE Record Types
It is not permissible to define relationships for INACTIVE entity records.
285 - Registration Authority ID provided for this record does not allow Registration Authority Entity
ID
The Registration Authority ID provided does not allow a Registration Authority Entity ID.
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286 - Registration Authority ID provided for this record's parentage does not allow Registration
Authority Entity ID
The Registration Authority ID provided for a parent does not allow a Registration Authority Entity ID.
289 - Accounting Period Start Date was either not provided or is invalid
This message is triggered on field DirectParentAccountingPeriodStartDate and
UltimateParentAccountingPeriodStartDate. Accounting Period Start Date is considered invalid when:
l
Start date is after End date.
l
Start date is in the future.
l
Start Date is not in the following format: YYYY-MM-DD.
l
The start date contains non-numeric characters.
290 - Accounting Period End Date was either not provided or is invalid
This message is triggered on fields DirectParentAccountingPeriodEndDate and
UltimateParentAccountingPeriodEndDate. The Accounting Period End Date is considered invalid when:
l
End date is before Start date.
l
End date is in the future.
l
End Date is not in the following format: YYYY-MM-DD.
l
The end date contains non-numeric characters.
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